Beg-Meil - Pointe de Mousterlin
Distance - 5½ miles (9km); Map: Institut Géographique National, Top25, 0519 ET, Quimper, 1:25,000.

- Walk

Disclaimer: This route was correct at time of writing. However, alterations can happen if development or
boundary changes occur, and there is no guarantee of permanent access. These walks have been published for
use by site visitors on the understanding that neither HPB Management Limited nor any other person connected
with Holiday Property Bond is responsible for the safety or wellbeing of those following the routes as described.
It is walkers’ own responsibility to be adequately prepared and equipped for the level of walk and the weather
conditions and to assess the safety and accessibility of the walk.
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Beg-Meil - Pointe de Mousterlin
Distance - 5½ miles (9km); Map: Institut Géographique National, Top25, 0519 ET, Quimper, 1:25,000.
A truly level seaside walk with great flexibility in the
choice of distance. An inland section through a protected
nature reserve is followed by a return along the back of a
long, sandy beach. A little soft sand underfoot is the only
possible impediment. The Pointe de Mousterlin, close to
the far end of the route, hardly competes with Point du
Raz as a landscape feature. It comprises a line of rocks
sinking gently below the waves.
Start/car parking - Sizable linked car parks accessed by a
minor road through Kerlosquen, a western part of Beg-Meil.
Beg-Meil can be reached via the by-passing road to the south
of Quimper, turning right at a roundabout for Bénodet (D34),
then forking left on D45, via Pleuven and Fouesnant to Beg
Meil. Park at far end of unsurfaced car park after passing some
surfaced parking in the town.
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WALK
From the car park walk to the minor road at the far end and
head inland, passing telephone boxes and (rudimentary)
public conveniences.

a junction to proceed along a low embankment. Turn left (GR
waymark) at a junction to meet a surfaced road by the entrance
to another camping site, with a public bar, Kost ar Moor.

1. Turn left at a junction in 150 yards. A composite signpost
includes ‘sentier pedestre’. Pass a ‘site naturelle protégé’
board and the occasional yellow waymark. Where road bends
right bear left past a vehicular barrier to continue along a
broad track. To the left is the marais swampy land; to the right
are cultivated fields and the sound of the surf is ever present.
A left turn gives the very short version of the walk.

4. In 150 yards turn left across a plant bridge before a
road junction to follow a little path parallel with the road,
approaching the sea. Reach a car park; the Pointe de
Mousterlin, visible from the car park, is ahead, to the right.

Refreshments - Café at far end of walk. Bar by camping site
entrance ½ mile short of far end of walk. Cafe at start of walk.

2. Go straight across a minor surfaced road. A left turn here
gives the second shortest version of the walk. Otherwise,
carry on past le Renouveau holiday village, with its unusual
architecture. Go left at a junction by a vehicular barrier.
About 100 yards past a GR left turn waymark, turn left as
indicated. Stay with the main tract at the next junction and
ignore lesser paths to left and right.

Note: It would be a great help to future walkers if you could
record any inaccuracies you come across during this walk and
report them to reception so that appropriate amendments
can be made. Thank you for your help. Happy walking.

3. Pass a vehicular barrier to reach a surfaced road, with ponds
and waterfowl just to the left. A left turn provides the third
option for a shorter walk. To continue, go straight across the
road, pass another vehicular barrier, ignore a track to the left,
and walk round the perimeter of a camping site. Turn left at

5. The return starts from the car park, a well-used sandy track
immediately behind the beach. About 50 yards to the left is
an alternative track, sheltered by a belt of pines. In about ½
mile the back of beach track becomes loose sand underfoot;
the more inland track then provides a better walking surface.
The distance back to the car park is a little more than 2 miles;
no route directions are required. There are 2 car parks, each
with public conveniences, along the way.

